Jeanine Lancaster: Toilet training!

Meg Thackoorie: Potty training

Dawn J: Self-feeding

Meg Thackoorie: Bad language

Christie Hamm: Walking

Tina: Emotional feeling

Ashley: Behavioral/social issues (hitting, biting, etc.)

Kelly: Throwing!

Barbara: Hitting

Christie Hamm: New sibling

Heather: Learning how to be independent

Lilly Jimenez: Hands in mouth

Shawn Townsend: Kids acting out and parents at a loss at how to deal with it.

Christie Hamm: Susie - can you get closer to the mic?

Mary-Infopeople Project: You can try turning up your volume or if you are having audio issues, you can call in: 888-450-5996 passcode 264311#

Suzanne Flint: What are your questions about Touchpoints?

Jeanine Lancaster: Could you give us more info on the after-training commitment (reflective practice calls, other)?

LauraD: Are the training dates 3 days in a row or spaced out over time?

Tina: Online or in person training meetings

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Trainings are in person

Antonio Apodaca: Could you provide an example of the curriculum?

Barbara: Where is the training?

LauraD: Are libraries responsible for travel costs?

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: After the training, staff will be asked to attend a one-hour reflective practice call once a month. To have the most benefit, the library would identify ways to integrate the Touchpoints model into its services and policies.
Sarah Stimson: Is there some range of possible travel distance? For example, if our library is in So. Cal, would we have to potentially travel to NorCal?

Antonio Apodaca: Great, thanks.

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: The State Library will try to schedule trainings in ways that limit travel

Jo Rolfe: What level of librarianship would most benefit from this model and from this training? Is it designed for new Librarians?

Jennifer: How many people would be at each training? Would you combine multiple libraries?

LauraD: What are the responsibilities of staff at training venues?

Jeanine Lancaster: Are tribal libraries eligible to apply? Or just public libraries?

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Staff at all levels of the organization will benefit. At SJPL, we invited pages, clerks, clerical supervisors, librarians, and administrators.

Kathryn: I notice that Dr. Brazelton had several titles on the topic. Is there one book that you would recommend for those of us wanting to learn more right away?

Jennifer: Do you think the materials and content is easily shared with more staff by attendees?

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Other libraries chose to invite children’s librarians only

Suzanne Flint: [http://www.library.ca.gov/services/libraries/touchpoints.html](http://www.library.ca.gov/services/libraries/touchpoints.html)


Maddy Walton-Hadlock: These were written with parents in mind

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: I don't believe Dr. Brazelton has written a similar book for providers

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Anything we’ve missed?

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: @Jennifer, did Suzanne answer your question?

Jennifer: Yes! Thank you

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Great!

LauraD: What’s the number to call for more info?

Suzanne Flint: [916-651-9796](tel:916-651-9796)
Maddy Walton-Hadlock: The next slide will provide emails!

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: You’re also welcome to call me for library feedback at 408-808-2369

Shawn Townsend: Can I get a copy of this ppt and the comments section here? Will that be available after the webinar? Thank you!

Tulare County Library: Thank you!

Stanley Strauss: The PPT and the chat will be available on the Infopeople archived webinar page

Anna Tracy: This sounds so positive. Thank you!

Jeanine Lancaster: "Reduces stress for other staff" is great phrase for helping supervisors/administrators agree to value of training - thanks!

Kathryn: Thank you so much for this valuable information.

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Any other questions?

Abigail: Is there an outline anywhere of the curriculum?

Angelica Trummell: Thank you so much for your time and this opportunity.

Angelica Trummell: Absolutely! Happy to share!

Angelica Trummell: Angelica.trummell@cityofrc.us

Abigail: Even the bullet points would be great

Abigail: That would be wonderful

Judy Kamei: Getting the bullet points would be very helpful to present to my city administration to approve applying.

Abigail: Thanks

Jeanine Lancaster: Thank you!

Diane Garcia: Thank you!

allison: thank you!

Lilly Jimenez: Thank you!

Judy Kamei: Thank you

Maddy Walton-Hadlock: Thanks for your participation!